This Fed control of education is really a bad idea. Common Core is a train wreck and no better than ACA. This is more dumbing down of America, there no up side to any of this that I can see just a lot of money being thrown at the Unions for these teachers that can't teach and are there to prepare and administer tests. If there is anything that would work they just shoot it down like vouchers. Throw the Feds back there money and reject this common core in it's entirety, this is more liberal regulation and control of the American people and we don't want it, and who benefits by this common core anyway certainly not the children.

Get out of the welfare Business and Education Business and Stop meddling with the Private Health Care Business. Leave us alone and get back to God conservative ideas and values!

Can we please get Government out of education at the State and Federal level or are the Unions to powerful? This will only end up as (ACA or Obamacare) witch ever you prefer, if you can get your Democrat partners to see that Gov. only makes things worse. Rick Perry had a great speech at CPAC and agree with him 100%.....